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The Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction was studied under the influence of nanometric confinements

induced by a complex polymer, the PAMAM-G4 dendrimers. They are well-defined in both

molecular weight and architecture and are capable of molecular inclusion, making ‘‘unimolecular

active micelles’’. The effect of such nanocompartments in the BZ reaction is analyzed by changing

both the excitability and the concentration of the dendrimer, obtaining a wide range of

behaviours, ranging from stationary Turing-like patterns to time dependent structures, such as

jumping waves or packet waves.

Introduction

Pattern formation in Nature constitutes a crucial problem for

understanding life in general. In fact, several mechanisms have

been proposed aiming to understand wave propagation in

such systems as well as stationary patterns. Examples of these

behaviors are almost ubiquitous in Nature;1 waves in heart

tissue,2 intracellular media,3 the retina,4 social amoeba,5

catalytic surface reactions6 or the Belousov–Zhabotinsky

reaction.7–10 The Turing mechanism11,12 is believed to explain

the problem of symmetry breaking in biological morpho-

genesis underlying cell differentiation in the first days of

development of early embryos13 or the pigmentation of the

skin of animals14–16 just to name a few examples.

Nevertheless, most of the living systems that exhibit pattern

formation in a spontaneous way are not continuously distri-

buted but rather the active part is confined to a discrete

distribution of cells. Recently, Vanag and Epstein dispersed

the reactants of the Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction in an

aerosol OT (AOT) water-in-octane microemulsion17 producing

nanoscale water droplets that can communicate both through

the oil phase (via oil-soluble intermediates of the BZ reaction,

like Br2) and by collisions between reverse micelles. A remark-

able set of new patterns has been observed in this system

pointing out the fact that the discrete nature of these systems

plays a crucial role in the pattern formation mechanism.

In the present paper, we propose a new kind of confinement

by using polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers18 on the

Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. These materials,

so-called ‘cascade molecules’, have already found use as drug

candidates for receptor–ligand interactions, drug carriers for

conferring bio-survival, membrane permeability and targeting,

and have found wide use as carriers for vaccine antigens as

well. Furthermore, dendrimers have proven very useful as

scaffolds in the design of biosensors, imprinting scaffolds

and artificial receptors (specific host–guest interactions). This

will add a new degree of sophistication to well-known drugs

and reagents, as well as creating entirely new classes of drugs

and bioactive substances based on these macromolecular, yet

beautifully simple, structures. Dendritic structures are, despite

their large molecular size, structurally well-defined, with a low

polydispersity in comparison with traditional polymers. They

are well-defined in both molecular weight and architecture and

are capable of molecular inclusion, making ‘‘unimolecular

micelles’’.18–20 Molecules have been encapsulated in a non-

covalent fashion within dendrimers but this does not mean

that dendrimers have a permanent and rigid cavity. Most

dendrimers are flexible enough to accommodate inclusion

guests, indeed solvent molecules, but they are also capable of

rearranging themselves with a significant volume collapse

when the solvent is removed. This collapse may leave guest

molecules trapped inside the dendrimer, especially if favorable

interactions exist, as in some ‘‘dendritic micelles’’,21–23 or if the

dendrimer structure has been rigidified to prevent their escape

as in the ‘‘dendritic box’’.24,25

The presence of dendrimers within the Belousov–

Zhabotinsky reaction is systematically analyzed and the

different macroscopic structures observed are reported below.

First, the materials and setup used for this experimental study

are described. The different structures observed are related in

the following section and the effect of the dendrimer on the

reaction is described within the context of pattern formation

mechanisms.
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Experimental setup and methods

In this work, we show the behavior of the liquid BZ reaction

in the presence of polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers

generation 4 (named G4 throughout this paper). These

polymers, extensively studied in the latest years,18–20 are

commercially available and their properties are well known.

These dendrimers are amphiphilic with 126 amine groups

located as follows: 64 on the surface and an additional 62

inside the dendrimer structure. Its molecular weight is 14415

and 4.5 nm is the molecular diameter.19 The molecular

diameter is increased up to 5.6 nm when the dendrimer is

immersed in the low-pH and high-ionic-force BZ reaction.18–20

A scheme of the G4 structure is plotted in Fig. 1. Note that

many anchoring locations are in the dendrimer structure that

are actually used as containers to transport other substances

within different organisms. It can also accumulate positive

charges by protonation of the primary amines at the rim and

the tertiary amines in the inside when immersed in the low pH

BZ reaction.18

The BZ reaction was carried out at constant temperature

(21 1C) by mixing PAMAM G4 (previously evaporated at

room temperature in order to completely eliminate methanol)

with the following reactants, sulfuric acid, malonic acid and

sodium bromate, in a beaker under stirring. Once the solution

is well mixed, then ferroin is added and the reaction starts.

Malonic acid, sodium bromate, sulfuric acid, sodium

bromide and ferroin (Fe(o-phen)3SO4) were commercial grade

reactants (SIGMA) and used without further purification. The

dendrimers PAMAM G4 (generation 4) were purchased from

Aldrich Chemical Co. as a 10 wt% solution in methanol and

evaporated under inert atmosphere prior to dissolving in other

solvents. Experiments are done with distilled deionized water

(Millipore filtration system). All dendrimer solutions prepared

were kept at room temperature for 2 h and de-aerated prior to

measurements, except for fluorescence measurements, where

spectra were recorded immediately after mixing.

The control parameters for our research are the concentra-

tion of polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers (G4) and the

excitability of the medium, basically controlled by the ratio

[H2SO4][NaBrO3]/[MA]. The concentrations of all the

chemicals used are summarized in Table 1.

The BZ reactants, without the dendrimer, are such that the

parameters lay within the oscillatory regime. This behavior is

easier to find experimentally with this system.

The BZ/PAMAM fluid system obtained as described is

finally poured in a thin layer of 1 mm height into a 5 cm

diameter Petri dish and allowed to evolve. Typical experiments

last for up to 70 min. During this time the characteristics of the

patterns observed remained almost unchanged. This BZ recipe

was chosen because of its large duration and high contrast. In

order to avoid contamination of the surface and minimize

evaporation of reactants, the Petri dish was covered by a glass

plate. As the patterns exhibited by the system are optically

visible, BZ-G4 experiments were recorded from above with a

CCD camera by a DVD for post processing.

It is important to note that there is no methanol in the

PAMAM G4 prior to its use in the BZ reaction; this avoids

pattern formation due to evaporation as reported elsewhere.38

Thus, we consider diffusion as the only transport pheno-

mena involved in our system. The reason convection is not

present is that the geometry and dimensions prevent flows

from appearing. In particular, the small vertical dimension,

1 mm, makes the boundary layer to cover the whole system.

One can estimate the Reynolds number so the flow, if it

existed, could be considered laminar. Thus, we can use the

Blasius boundary layer model39 in order to calculate the

boundary layer thickness. Rough estimates show that in

order to have a boundary layer thickness smaller than

1 mm, flow velocities in the system should exceed 100 mm s�1.

Consequently, we believe the boundary layer covers the whole

system and its field velocity is given by the boundary, i.e., it is

at rest. Nevertheless, the reactor was in contact with a large air

thermostated reservoir that kept the temperature constant in

the reaction avoiding large gradients of temperature within

the system.

Control experiments were also performed with inert

particles (Black CromoSpheres, Brookhaven Instruments, mean

diameter of 502 � 24 mm with a density of dE 1.06 g cm�3) and

no flow was observed for the parameters considered in this

manuscript. Thus we believe that the only transport mechanism

involved in this system is diffusion rather than convection.

Complementary measurements were done by fluorescence

and visible spectroscopy. PAMAM G4 characterization

experiments were made by uorescence spectra of a 0.7 mM

solution in a sulfuric acid solution of pH= 1 with and without

the BZ reactants (in the absence of ferroin). They were

performed on a Perkin Elmer LS55 fluorescence spectrophoto-

meter lexcitation = 390 nm and lemission = 450 nm.26,27

UV-visible spectrophotometric runs were performed as

follows. Experiments on the dynamics of the BZ reaction,

both in the absence and in the presence of PAMAM G4, were

performed following the variation of ferroin concentration at

a wavelength of 590 nm (maximum absorption wavelength

Fig. 1 Schematic structure of the dendrimers used, poly(amidoamide)

(PAMAM), dendrimers generation 4 (G4). These dendrimers are

amphiphilic with 64 amine surface groups and with additional 62

amine groups located inside the dendrimer structure.

Table 1 Different concentrations used for the reactants in the BZ-G4
system

Minimum
concentration used

Maximum
concentration used

[PAMAM G4] 0.1 mM 1.0 mM
[H2SO4] 0.2 M 0.35 M
[NaBrO3] 0.2 M 0.35 M
[MA] 0.1 M 0.25 M
[Ferroin] 0.5 mM 0.7 mM
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for ferroin) with a PC-controlled Vernier spectrometer

(Ocean Optics) equipped with a magnetic stirring apparatus.

The reactor was a thermostated cuvette (1 � 1 � 5 cm) with a

path length of 1 cm. Temperature was kept equal to 21.0 1C

for all experiments. Samples were prepared directly in the

cuvette by mixing under stirring all reactants except ferroin

with the PAMAM G4 stock solution in desired proportions.

Finally, oscillations were started by adding ferroin in the

cuvette sealed with a Teflon plug. The stirring at a reduced

rate was continued during the entire course of the experiments.

The solutions volume was kept at 3 mL for all experiments.

Concentrations of reactants used in the experiments on wave

propagation led to a large production of CO2 bubbles that

eventually caused serious problems in the spectrometric data

acquisition.

Results

The first part of the research consisted of a detailed inspection

of the different behaviors observed for the different chemical

concentrations of our species. A summary of the observed

spatio-temporal patterns is shown in Fig. 2. Here, we plot a

phase diagram where the relevant parameters are the

excitability in the x-axis while the vertical axis shows the

concentration of the dendrimer in the solution. Each region

in the diagram plots the typical structure observed for that

range of parameters.

Low values of excitability produced patterns with spatial

instabilities. For low concentrations of G4 stationary Turing-

like patterns appear (case I in Fig. 2). Thus the BZ-G4 system

becomes one of the few systems that can exhibit such a pattern

especially in a closed reactor and at room temperature.

Increasing the concentration of G4 modifies dramatically the

geometry of the patterns observed. Case II in Fig. 2 shows a

spatiotemporal pattern that resembles jumping28 or leaping

waves.28,36 Fig. 3 shows a sequence of snapshots that reveals

the propagation nature of these waves. An ordinary circular

wave propagates from a central white spot until a new wave or

set of waves suddenly appears in front at a short distance ahead

of the original wave front. This new wave expands slightly in all

directions. Then, the parent wave vanishes, the new wave stops

expanding, and generates another front a short distance ahead

in the direction of propagation. The new wave fronts continue

to jump along the direction of propagation of the original wave;

dark separation curves mark the collision lines between

successive waves for some time. These waves look somewhat

like trigger waves propagating by discrete jumps, so they are

named jumping waves.28 Fig. 4 contains a space–time plot that

shows the dynamics of such waves.

Larger values of G4 concentration reveal the presence of

new spatiotemporal behavior which is described in the

Fig. 2 Phase diagram in the parameter space showing the different

patterns exhibited by the BZ-G4 system. The control parameters used

are the concentration of G4, [G4], and the excitability of the medium

given by [H2SO4][NaBrO3]/[MA]. Insets in the figure show pictures of

the different patterns observed. Case I corresponds with stationary

Turing-like patterns ([G4] = 0.095 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.221 M,

[NaBrO3] = 0.221 M, [MA] = 0.20 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM and

[NaBr] = 0.05M). Case II, jumping waves ([G4]= 0.76 mM, [H2SO4] =

0.221 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.221 M, [MA] = 0.15 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM

and [NaBr] = 0.05 M). Case III, packet waves ([G4] = 0.76 mM,

[H2SO4] = 0.32 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] =

0.6 mM and [NaBr] = 0.04 M). Case IVa, oscillatory behavior

yielding to autowaves ([G4] = 0.095 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.32 M,

[NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM and

[NaBr] = 0.04 M). Case IVb, especial arrangement of autowaves into

spiral patterns ([G4] = 0.30 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.32 M, [NaBrO3] =

0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM and [NaBr] = 0.04 M).

Case V, excitable behavior, the system supports wave propagation

although no oscillation is produced. The waves observed come from

the boundaries where the meniscus plays a role ([G4] = 0.95 mM,

[H2SO4] = 0.32 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] =

0.7 mM and [NaBr] = 0.04 M). Frame size of insets = 5.5 cm � 4 cm.

Fig. 3 Different stages in jumping waves development. (a) A target

pattern is produced at the center of the Petri dish (t= 0 s) that evolves

normally until it is stopped and a new source of waves is produced

right in front of the wave (b) (t = 30 s). This new wave propagates

annihilating the previous wave and resulting in a jump of front

propagation. Repetition of this process results in a wave that jumps

while propagating ((c) t = 48 s and (d) t = 90 s). Concentrations used

are: [G4] = 0.76 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.221 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.221 M,

[MA] = 0.15 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM and [NaBr] = 0.05 M. Frame

size = 5.5 cm � 4 cm.
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literature as packet waves29 (case III in Fig. 2). Packet waves

have two different space scales. From the large-scale point of

view, they behave as normal autowaves propagating through

the medium with constant velocity and with a characteristic

wavelength of 5.8 mm. The fine structure of the packet waves

is revealed at shorter distances, each of the previous waves is

actually made of a pair of waves travelling together at a

constant velocity but separated by a distance much shorter

than the natural wavelength (1.4 mm). Fig. 5 shows a

space–time plot of this experiment. Notice the two characteristic

wavelengths for the packet waves. Waves are originated

by oscillations in the central part of the Petri dish and

immediately split into a pair of waves located very close to

each other that propagate stationary in time.

The regions in the phase diagram (Fig. 2) with larger

excitability correspond with wave propagation in the medium.

Low values of [G4] correspond with normal oscillatory waves

(case IVa in Fig. 2). Fig. 6 is a space–time plot for this

experiment that shows the normal behavior of autowaves.

Waves coming from the boundary annihilate upon collision

with those generated by spontaneous oscillations at the center

of the Petri dish.

On the other hand, for larger values of the dendrimer

concentration, the system becomes excitable (case V in

Fig. 2). This is the behavior depicted in the inset where the

waves are originated at the boundaries and propagate through

the medium towards the center.40 Here the boundaries serve as

a source of wave fronts that propagate towards the center of

the Petri dish. Fig. 7 shows a space–time plot in this regime.

Waves originated at the boundary propagate through the

whole medium till they collapse at the center of the Petri dish.

For this range of excitabilities and independently on the

concentration of G4, broken waves naturally evolve into spiral

waves (case IVb in Fig. 2).

In order to characterize the waves observed we measured

their velocity as a function of the concentration of G4. These

results are plotted in Fig. 8. Here the velocity of the waves, v,

normalized by the velocity without the dendrimer in the

medium, vo, is plotted versus the concentration of G4 normalized

by the concentration of the sodium bromate, ([G4]/[NaBrO3]).

As the dendrimer concentration is increased, the velocity

diminishes.

This result is coherent with the measurements of the oscillation

period of the system. Fig. 9a shows the evolution of the

Fig. 4 Space–time plot with the dynamical evolution of a jumping

wave. Space is in the vertical direction while time is plotted in the

horizontal axis, the figure is a horizontal array of experimental picture

slices taken every second (slice area, 15 mm wide by 0.2 mm high,

corresponds with the black line plotted in Fig. 3c). Normal propagation

of autowaves should be a smooth straight line, the slope being the

velocity of propagation. Nevertheless, in this plot, waves propagate in

a stair-like way. Each jump corresponds with the generation of new

sources of waves in front of the propagating front. Same concentra-

tions as in Fig. 3. Frame size = 60 s � 1.5 cm.

Fig. 5 Space–time plot with the dynamical evolution of a train of

packet waves. Space is in the vertical direction while time is plotted in

the horizontal axis. The figure is a horizontal array of experimental

picture slices taken every second (slice area, 50 mm wide by 0.2 mm

high, corresponds with the area in the phase diagram Fig. 2 inset III,

marked with an arrow). Note that waves are produced due to the

oscillatory behavior in the central part of the Petri dish but once the

waves are produced, they immediately split into pairs of waves closely

packed that travel through the medium with constant velocity.

Concentrations used are: [G4] = 0.76 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.32 M,

[NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] = 0.6 mM and

[NaBr] = 0.04 M. Frame size = 200 s � 5 cm.

Fig. 6 Space–time plot with oscillatory behavior. Space is in the

vertical direction while time is plotted in the horizontal axis, the figure

is a horizontal array of experimental picture slices taken every second

built as in the previous cases (slice area, 60 mm wide by 0.2 mm high).

Waves are produced by oscillations in the central part of the Petri dish

and propagate through the medium towards the outer parts. Frame

size = 290 s � 6 cm. Concentrations used are: [G4] = 0.095 mM,

[H2SO4] = 0.32 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M, [Ferroin] =

0.6 mM and [NaBr] = 0.04 M.

Fig. 7 Space–time plot with excitable behavior. Space is in the

vertical direction while time is plotted in the horizontal axis, the figure

is a horizontal array of experimental picture slices taken every second

built as in the previous cases (slice area, 7.8 mm wide by 0.2 mm high).

The system can support wave propagation but cannot oscillate. Waves

are coming from the boundaries where the meniscus at the liquid–glass

interface increases the thickness and forces the system to oscillate.

Frame size = 600 s � 5.5 cm. Concentrations used are: [G4] =

0.95 mM, [H2SO4] = 0.32 M, [NaBrO3] = 0.32 M, [MA] = 0.25 M,

[Ferroin] = 0.7 mM and [NaBr] = 0.04 M.
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absorbance in a well stirred reactor as a function of time for

two concentrations of G4 measured by visible spectroscopy as

described in the methods section. Note that for large concen-

trations of G4 the period becomes larger. This is consistent

with Fig. 2 where increasing G4 concentrations actually induce

a Hopf transition in the system yielding to excitable behavior.

Fig. 9b plots several values of the oscillation period for the

well stirred BZ reaction versus G4 concentration.

In order to understand the behaviors observed it is

necessary to analyze the underlying mechanisms where the

dendrimer plays a role. Two main effects can be considered.

The inner structure of the dendrimer plotted in Fig. 1 shows

many internal cavities that actually behave as reservoirs that

can capture some chemicals and transport them. Due to the

large acidity of the BZ reaction, the dendrimer captures

protons from the external solution,30–32 thus reducing the

effective acidity of the solution. Thus, the actual concentration

of protons in the solution is decreased proportionally to the

dendrimer concentration.41 On the other hand, this process

endows the dendrimer with a global positive charge, thus only

negatively charged ions will be allowed inside its structure.37

The inclusion of such ions should take place within the first

instants of the reaction thus BrO3
� and SO4

�2 ions are good

candidates to neutralize the global positive charge of PAMAM

G4. This phenomenon results in an effective decrease of the

initial concentration of such species. In particular, the effective

concentration of BrO3
� becomes smaller.

The velocity of wave propagation in an active media is

generically given by,33

v ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kD½Hþ�½BrO�3 �

q
ð1Þ

where k is the global kinetics constant and D is the diffusion

coefficient of the activator. Note that both effects described

before point in the right direction, i.e., diminishing of the wave

Fig. 8 Wave velocity, v, normalized by the velocity in the absence of

dendrimers (vo = 11 mm min�1) versus concentration of dendrimer,

[G4], normalized by the initial concentration of activator, [NaBrO3].

Experimental data are plotted as circled independent points.

Fig. 9 Dependence of the period of oscillations, T, with the dendrimer

concentration, [G4] calculated with visible spectroscopy techniques in

a well stirred reactor and in the absence of ferroin. (a) Plots the

evolution of the absorbance at 590 nm (corresponding with the max.

absorption wavelength of ferroin) as a function of time with

([G4] = 0.4 mM) (dashed line) and without (solid line) the dendrimer.

(b) Several values of the oscillation period versus the concentration of

dendrimer, [G4]. Note that the period increases with [G4] until an

excitable regime is achieved.

Fig. 10 Measurements of fluorescence in the BZ-G4 system without

ferroin. (a) The intensity of fluorescence emission is plotted versus the

wavelength. The solid curve is the standard emission spectrum for the

free dendrimer in an acidic medium showing a characteristic maximum

at 450 nm. The dashed curve was measured when the dendrimer was

immersed in the BZ reaction (without ferroin). Note that the

maximum intensity emitted is increased. (b) Evolution of the spectra

with time, each line corresponds with the spectrum measured at time

intervals of 20 min during 2 hours. No significant variation was

observed.
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velocity. These two effects by themselves are not enough to

completely account for the quantitative results shown in

Fig. 8. Both partially account for the effect although some

other mechanisms must be underlying. We believe this

difference is due to the kinetics of the reaction and that it is,

in fact, affected by the dendrimer. This effect may be included

into eqn (1) via the kinetics constant k, although a detailed

analysis of the reaction kinetics (exceeding the aims of this

paper) needs to be done in order to fully understand this part

of the mechanism.

The last issue that remains to be checked is the stability of

the dendrimer structure. Such a point was verified by fluores-

cence measurements as described in the methods section.

Fig. 10a presents the results of fluorescence techniques. The

intensity of fluorescence emission is plotted versus the wave-

length. The curve at the bottom is the standard emission

spectrum for the free dendrimer in an acidic medium showing

a characteristic maximum at 450 nm. The other curve was

measured when the dendrimer was immersed in the BZ

reaction (without ferroin as its dark color may mask the

measurements). Note that the effect of the BZ reaction is just

to increase the value of the maximum intensity emitted but

without any change in the wavelength due to the presence of

ionic species in the medium as reported elsewhere.34,35 Fig. 10b

presents several spectra measured every 20 min during 2 hours.

Note that all spectra remain almost unchanged during this

period of time. These results, coherent with the reported

behaviors in the literature, demonstrate the stability of the

dendrimer structure during the recording periods.

Conclusions

Dendrimers are polymeric substances that recently achieved

importance in biochemistry as they are used as targeted

vehicles for drug delivery in living organisms. Many of the

potential application systems are also important from the

pattern formation point of view. We have demonstrated along

this paper that dendrimers play an important role in pattern

formation mechanisms. The BZ-G4 system demonstrated

that it is capable of reproducing the most typical waves in

active media, but it also produced, under the appropriate

parameters, different patterns as jumping waves or packet

waves endowed with very unusual properties. Turing-like

structures are also reported in the vicinity of the previously

mentioned waves, thus we believe Turing instability may play

a role in the deep mechanism for such structures.

This paper opens possibilities for future research as different

ranges in the parameter space remain unexplored and unexpected

dynamics may appear.
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